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CHAPTER V 

CLOSURE 

In this chapter ,the researcher present the conclusion and suggestion following 

the finding of the study. The first section is the conclusion of the research finding and 

the second is the suggestion for the students and further researcher. 

A. Conclusion 

After describes data in the previous chapter about how are the students 

self-confidence in speaking English in the classroom at Unit Pengembangan 

Bahasa, the researcher make conclusion that can be seen as follow: 

1. The students self confidence  in speaking classroom at Unit 

pengembangan bahasa 6 th group most of students have low confidence 

compared with students who have high level of self confidence is coused 

by several factors such as do not enjoy learning english, lack of self 

confidence,fear of making mistakes,shyness,lack of motivation, lack of 

vocabulary.  

2. Students enjoy in learning english that is because of english teacher 

always prepare strategies,methods before teaching. The teacher required 

students to use english so that students are accustomed to speaking english 

and students also have a high level of self confidence. After learning he 
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always give students motivation,because lack of motivation is the way 

students does not self confidence in speaking english. Teacher’s efforts to 

improve students’ self-confidence in speaking English using variation 

method,giving motivation to students to improve their self confidence and 

tell them how is important English in the life. 

B. Suggestions 

The researcher will give the suggestion, as follow: 

1. Students  

The researcher hope the students can improve their english,not only 

speaking skill, but other english skill,such as listening,reading,and 

listening futhermore,do not feel bored to practice because practice is the 

key to build your english speaking skill. Then, do not to shy if you making 

mistakes in english speaking. If you found problem in speaking skill 

consult with your teacher or your friend. Dont pay attention to gramar 

priritizing communicative,the imprtant infomation you convey. 

Futhermore, it also creates an environment and atmosphere that is 

accoustomed to speaking english use all everyday things that allow you to 

choose use english. 

2. To the further researchers 
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The researcher suggest to further researcher can continonue to conduct 

a researchers with this topic in another engish skill,maybe reading or 

writing. The researcher hope the next researcher can find something new 

from this topic and do deeper analysis and research about students self 

confidence and the researcher also hope that the next researcher will do a 

better research and get satisfy result that bring a good impact to be 

participant and the environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


